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INTRODUCTION
HPE GreenLake for private cloud (GLPC) comprises a SaaS platform for managing hybrid cloud environments. The platform offers
automation for onboarding and managing hybrid cloud environments.
The HPE GLPC service includes:
• An HPE designed, implemented, owned, and operated private cloud that is deployed at a customer site or colocation facility
• Offered as a consumption-based service that allows customers to better align costs to outcomes
• Provides an intuitive self-service portal UI to create and manage private cloud services such as compute, storage, and network, as well as
APIs that enable DevOps and consuming infrastructure as code
• Provides rich set of capabilities, automation, and reusable blueprints to orchestrate infrastructure, application, and services across the
private cloud
This white paper explains how to use HPE GreenLake for private cloud service to deploy a 2-tiered WordPress application using scripts and
blueprints.
At a high level, the steps required to create a 2-tiered WordPress application are:
1. Create a MariaDB instance type using option types, scripts, node types, and layout.
2. Create a WordPress instance type using option types, file templates, scripts, node types, and layout.
3. Create a WordPress application blueprint—Application blueprints connect instance types and layouts together to form a singular entity
for deployment and lifecycle management.
4. Instantiate WordPress application from the WordPress application blueprint.

WORDPRESS MULTITIERED APPLICATION OVERVIEW
First, let’s understand the architecture of the sample multitiered WordPress application which will be used in the document.
This WordPress application includes two tiers namely web tier and database tier.
• Web tier: The web tier is the front-end layer in this architecture and consists of the user interface. The user interface is accessible
through web browser.
• Database tier: The database tier comprises of the databases and data access layer. For example, MariaDB data is accessed by the
web layer via API calls.

FIGURE 1. WordPress application architecture
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CREATE A MARIADB INSTANCE TYPE
Instance is a great starting point for taking advantage of self-service features and provisioning virtual machines. It’s important to understand
the definition of a few terms used within the HPE GreenLake for private cloud application environment.
Instance: An instance is representation of a resource or service. In the most basic form, this a VM with only an OS loaded on it. Taking it
further, it could be even be a machine with some application or a specific tier installed. For example, WordPress or database service.
Virtual machine node: A node is generic representation of a virtual machine. Instances can have many nodes.
Application: An application is a collection of instances linked together via application tiers. Tier allow the user to define segregated sections
of instances within an application.
The process begins by building a MariaDB instance type for the 2-tiered WordPress application. Click Provisioning > Library.
The Library section provides a lot of self-service options to define a new instance type:
• Instance types
• Layouts
• Node types
• Option types
• File templates
• Scripts
Instance types: Adding an instance type creates a new library item category. Multiple layouts can be added to an instance type, and these
layouts can have different nodes attached.
Layouts: Layouts are attached to instance types. A layout can only be attached to a single instance type. An instance type can have one or
more layouts attached to it, allowing for a single instance type to work with multiple software versions and OS types. For example, one layout
in an instance type could be WordPress on Ubuntu and other could be WordPress on CentOS.
Node types: Node types are the link between images and layouts.
Options types: Options types are custom input fields that can be added to instance types and layouts (for example, database password).
The resulting value is available in the instance config map as <%=customOptions.fieldname%>.
File templates: File templates are for generating config files, such as WordPress config file. With full config map variable support, template
files are dynamically generated during a workflow phase.
Scripts: Scripts are Bash scripts and PowerShell scripts that can be attached to node types to always execute at the selected phase when
the node type is provisioned.
Understanding library items

FIGURE 2. Library items
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Follow the steps mentioned to build a MariaDB instance type:
• Create options types for database name, database user name, and data password
Navigate to Provisioning > Library > Options Types and create the following:

FIGURE 3. Create option type for database name

FIGURE 4. Create option type for database user name
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FIGURE 5. Create option type for database password

• Create cypher secret
HPE GreenLake for private cloud has a built-in service called cypher. It's a secure key or value store. Cypher allows the storage of secret
data such as credentials or variable sets in a highly encrypted way for future retrieval.
When leveraging HPE GreenLake for private cloud to execute scripts at any stage (provisioning, day n or ad hoc), these variables are
seamlessly passed to the scripts. Variables are maintained and managed in one place. We will now create a cypher secret for the root
password for our MariaDB. Navigate to Tools > Cypher to create the secret.

FIGURE 6. Create a cypher secret
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• Create scripts for MariaDB installation and configuration
To automate the installation of database at the provisioning stage, we must create the script. Create the following scripts under
Provisioning > Library > Scripts.
Install database: Add a Bash script to install MariaDB and set the PHASE to Provision. As you notice, we are referencing the
cypher secret in the script.

FIGURE 7. Scripts for MariaDB installation

Install database
RPass=“<%=customOptions.databaseRootPassword%>"
sudo yum -y install epel-release yum-utils
sudo yum -y install mariadb mariadb-server
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

systemctl start mariadb
systemctl enable mariadb
firewall-cmd --add-service=mysql
firewall-cmd --runtime-to-permanent

sudo mysql -u
sudo mysql -u
sudo mysql -u
sudo mysql -u
(‘localhost',
sudo mysql -u
sudo mysql -u
sudo mysql -u

root -e “UPDATE mysql.user SET Password=PASSWORD(‘$RPass') WHERE User=‘root';"
root -e “flush privileges"
root -p$RPass -e “DELETE FROM mysql.user WHERE User='';"
root -p$RPass -e “DELETE FROM mysql.user WHERE User=‘root' AND Host NOT IN
‘127.0.0.1', ‘::1');"
root -p$RPass -e “DROP DATABASE IF EXISTS test;"
root -p$RPass -e “DELETE FROM mysql.db WHERE Db=‘test' OR Db=‘test\_%';"
root -p$RPass -e “FLUSH PRIVILEGES;"

Configure database: Add a Bash script to configure the database and set the PHASE to Provision. Note that, we are referencing the
Options types as variables inside the script.

FIGURE 8. Scripts for MariaDB configuration
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Configure database
RPass=“<%=customOptions.databaseRootPassword%>"
WPDB=“<%=customOptions.databaseName%>"
WPUser=“<%=customOptions.databaseUserName%>"
WPPass=“<%=customOptions.databasePassword%>"
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

mysql
mysql
mysql
mysql

-u
-u
-u
-u

root
root
root
root

-p$RPass
-p$RPass
-p$RPass
-p$RPass

-e
-e
-e
-e

“CREATE DATABASE $WPDB;"
“GRANT ALL ON $WPDB.* TO $WPUser@localhost IDENTIFIED BY ‘$WPPass';"
“GRANT ALL ON $WPDB.* TO $WPUser@'%' IDENTIFIED BY ‘$WPPass';"
“FLUSH PRIVILEGES;"

• Create a MariaDB custom instance type
Navigate to Provisioning > Library > Instance Types and create the following instance type for MariaDB.

FIGURE 9. Create a MariaDB instance type
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• Add layout to MariaDB instance type
We will now add the layout to MariaDB instance type. Note that Options Types are being added to the layout. Go to Instance Type details
page and click on +ADD LAYOUT to add the layout.

FIGURE 10. Add a layout for MariaDB instance type
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• Add node type to layout
Finally, add the node type to the layout. We will use CentOS 7.x VMware® image for MariaDB server. Go to Layout details page and click
on +ADD VM TYPE to add node type to layout. Note, we are referencing the Install Database and Configure Database scripts that we
created in the previous step here.

FIGURE 11. Add a node type for MariaDB layout

This sets up our custom instance type for MariaDB.
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CREATE A WORDPRESS INSTANCE TYPE
Next, let’s create instance type for WordPress.
• Create Scripts for WordPress installation and configuration
Create the following script under Provisioning > Library > Scripts.
Install WordPress: Add a Bash script to install WordPress and set the PHASE to Provision.

FIGURE 12. Create scripts for WordPress installation

Install WordPress
wget http://wordpress.org/latest.tar.gz
yum -y install http://rpms.remirepo.net/enterprise/remi-release-7.rpm
yum -y install epel-release yum-utils
yum-config-manager --enable remi-php73
yum -y install wget phpMyAdmin httpd mod_ssl php php-common php-mysql php-gd php-xml php-mbstring
php-mcrypt
systemctl start httpd
systemctl enable httpd
firewall-cmd --add-service=http
firewall-cmd --add-service=https
firewall-cmd --runtime-to-permanent
tar xfz latest.tar.gz
sudo cp -rf wordpress/* /var/www/html/
rm -rf wordpress
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• Create the file templates
An easy way to pass our database name, database user name, and database password into our WordPress config file is by creating file
templates. File templates consumes user inputs and variables before being placed onto the server. Navigate to Provisioning > Library >
File Templates and create the following. Note the environment variables specified for the database details here. We will set these
environment variables pointing to Options Types when we create blueprint.

FIGURE 13. Create file template for WordPress

File template for wp-config.php
<?php
/** Enable W3 Total Cache */
define(‘WP_CACHE', true); // Added by W3 Total Cache
/**
* The base configuration for WordPress
*
* The wp-config.php creation script uses this file during the
* installation. You don't have to use the web site, you can
* copy this file to "wp-config.php" and fill in the values.
*
* This file contains the following configurations:
*
* * MySQL settings
* * Secret keys
* * Database table prefix
* * ABSPATH
*
* @link https://codex.wordpress.org/Editing_wp-config.php
*
* @package WordPress
*/
// ** MySQL settings - You can get this info from your web host ** //
/** The name of the database for WordPress */
define(‘DB_NAME', ‘<%=evars.DB_NAME%>');
/** MySQL database username */
define(‘DB_USER', ‘<%=evars.DB_USER%>');
/** MySQL database password */
define(‘DB_PASSWORD', ‘<%=evars.DB_PASSWORD%>');
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/** MySQL hostname */
define(‘DB_HOST', ‘<%=evars.MYSQL_IP%>');
/** Database Charset to use in creating database tables. */
define(‘DB_CHARSET', ‘utf8');
/** The Database Collate type. Don't change this if in doubt. */
define(‘DB_COLLATE', ‘');
/** FTP Connection */
define(‘FS_METHOD',’direct');
define("FTP_HOST","localhost");
define("FTP_USER",’<%=customOptions.databaseUser%>');
define("FTP_PASS",’<%=customOptions.databasePassword%>');
/**#@+
* Authentication Unique Keys and Salts.
*
* Change these to different unique phrases!
* You can generate these using the {@link https://api.wordpress.org/secret-key/1.1/salt/
WordPress.org secret-key service}
* You can change these at any point in time to invalidate all existing cookies. This will force
all users to have to log in again.
*
* @since 2.6.0
*/
define(‘AUTH_KEY',
‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘SECURE_AUTH_KEY', ‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘LOGGED_IN_KEY',
‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘NONCE_KEY',
‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘AUTH_SALT',
‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘SECURE_AUTH_SALT', ‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘LOGGED_IN_SALT',
‘put your unique phrase here');
define(‘NONCE_SALT',
‘put your unique phrase here');
/**#@-*/
/**
* WordPress Database Table prefix.
*
* You can have multiple installations in one database if you give each
* a unique prefix. Only numbers, letters, and underscores please!
*/
$table_prefix = ‘wp_';
/**
* For developers: WordPress debugging mode.
*
* Change this to true to enable the display of notices during development.
* It is strongly recommended that plugin and theme developers use WP_DEBUG
* in their development environments.
*
* For information on other constants that can be used for debugging,
* visit the Codex.
*
* @link https://codex.wordpress.org/Debugging_in_WordPress
*/
define(‘WP_DEBUG', false);
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define(‘FORCE_SSL_ADMIN', true);
/* That's all, stop editing! Happy blogging. */
/** Absolute path to the WordPress directory. */
if ( !defined(‘ABSPATH') )
define(‘ABSPATH', dirname(__FILE__) . ‘/');
/** Sets up WordPress vars and included files. */
require_once(ABSPATH . ‘wp-settings.php');
• Create a WordPress custom instance type
Next, create an instance type for WordPress and link the scripts and file templates. Add a new instance type under Provisioning >
Library > Instance Types.

FIGURE 14. Create a WordPress instance type
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• Add layout to WordPress instance type
Now, add a layout to WordPress instance type. Go to Instance Type details page and click +ADD LAYOUT to add the layout.

FIGURE 15. Add a layout to WordPress instance type
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• Add node type to layout
Finally, add the node type to the layout. Go to Layout details page and click +ADD VM TYPE to add node type to layout. Note, we are
referencing the scripts and the file template here.

FIGURE 16. Add a node type to WordPress layout

This sets up our custom instance type for WordPress.
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CREATE A WORDPRESS APPLICATION BLUEPRINT
In an HPE GLPC app blueprint, there are a few structural concepts to be aware of. Firstly, there is a concept of a tier. A tier is a grouping
of instances within an app blueprint. Tiers can be used for a variety of things including sequenced booting of instances or even properly
creating end point groups. An example of a tier structure might be a web tier and a database tier. These tiers can also be marked as
connected such that network communication rules can appropriately be defined.
A key value to HPE GLPC is the application-based approach. HPE GLPC service deploys a single VM or a single tier of an application with
multiple VMs as an instance. So, in other words, we treat an instance as the top level to a VM. With blueprints or application, we treat an
application as the top level to multiple instances. That’s exactly why we created WordPress and Database instance types. Let’s go ahead
and bring them together in a blueprint. Also note, these can be easily created and modified via JSON or YAML if you would like to
automate these blueprint builds.
Create blueprint
• Navigate to Provisioning > Blueprints
• Select +ADD
• Enter a name for the blueprint, select Morpheus type and click Next
• Optionally add a description, category, and image for the blueprint.

FIGURE 17. Create a new blueprint

Add tiers
• In the STRUCTURE section, select + to add a tier.
• Select or enter a tier name.
• Select the tier to set boot order. For this WordPress application, we need database VM to be up first. So, the boot order should be 0 for
database tier, 1 for web tier.
• Select the tier to connect the tier to other tiers. For this application, web tier should be connected to database tier.

NOTE
When tiers are connected, the instances in a tier will import the evars from instances in a connected tier.
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Database tier

FIGURE 18. Add database tier

Web tier

FIGURE 19. Add web tier

Add instances to tiers
• In the STRUCTURE section, select + in a tier to add an instance.
• Select an instance type. Note that database tier is pointed to MariaDB instance type and web tier is pointed to WordPress instance type.
• Optionally add a name for the instance. Instances with blank names will automatically be named based on the app name. You can use the
variable ${app.name} in your instance naming convention to reference the name of the application you are deploying.

FIGURE 20. Add instance to tier
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Add configurations to instances
• In the STRUCTURE section, select + in an instance to add a configuration.
• Select at least one option from group, cloud, and environment.
• Select ADD CONFIG to create the configuration.
• Populate the configuration
– Configurations can be fully or partially populated.
– Fields can be locked by selecting the lock icon next to the field. Locking prevents the field from being editable when provisioning an
app using the blueprint.
Database configuration: Note that, options types are being referenced as environment variables in database instance type. HPE GLPC
imports these variables into connected tiers, in this case WordPress instance type. These variables will be used to specify the database
details in wp-config.php file.

FIGURE 21. Add configurations to MariaDB instance
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WordPress configuration

FIGURE 22. Add configuration to WordPress instance

Once all desired tiers, instances, and configurations are added, select Save. The blueprint will be created and will available in the apps
section for provisioning.

INSTANTIATE A WORDPRESS APPLICATION FROM BLUEPRINT
Apps can be created from blueprints.
• Click +ADD on the right side of the main apps section in Provisioning.
• Select an existing app blueprint and click NEXT.
• Enter a name of the app and select a group; default cloud and env can also be selected.
• Click NEXT. Blueprint configurations matching the Group, Cloud, and Environment selections will auto-populate the configurations of the
instances in the app.
• Configure your instances. Depending on the blueprint configurations settings, instances may already be fully configured. Fields that are
locked in a blueprint cannot be edited when creating an app.

NOTE

Once an instance is fully configured, a green check mark will appear next to instance. Instances that have required fields that needs to be
filled in will have a red X and must be completed. If your blueprints are already fully configured, you can simply select NEXT.
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FIGURE 23. Create WordPress application using blueprint

• Review the configuration and select COMPLETE. The app will be created and the instances will begin provisioning.

FIGURE 24. Review the WordPress application configuration
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• As you see, Database VM is spinning up first, as it has boot order of 0 and WordPress VM is waiting for Database VM to be up.

FIGURE 25. WordPress application is booting up

• WordPress application is ready.

FIGURE 26. WordPress application is ready for service
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FIGURE 27. WordPress application user interface

SUMMARY
Application blueprints are a powerful feature of HPE GreenLake for private cloud, and it can be used to maintain application infrastructure
as code by using scripts. Whether your use case is simple VM provisioning, or complete application provisioning through infrastructure as
code, HPE GreenLake for private cloud can meet your needs by providing a managed, simple-to-use, on-premises private cloud.
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